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Among the topics to be considered at
the Singles Summit '23 event:

How to set and tone down
expectations from marriage

Emotional and financial preparation
before marriage

Presentation on group wedding
packages and other counselling
services including legal implications of
marriage

Marriage-related discussions by
partners and sponsors

Side attractions

www.marriagelink.net

M-LINK CONSULT

Step Into The
Right Path!

DOUBLE: ¢180

SOLO: ¢100

*713*33*70#

TICKET

"I never considered using a
matchmaking service like this, until a
friend of mine worked with Marriage
Link Consult and had a successful,
long-term match within weeks.

I signed up on the website and
subscribed to the Partner
Identification & Matching package.
And forgot about it for sometime.

One morning, I unexpectedly received
a call from a Marriage Link Consult
staff telling me that I got a match! We
did all the preliminary checks and
formally met each other. A day that
changed our lives forever!

We are most grateful to you for helping
us find each other." — J.Q
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Marriage Link Consult is organizing
Singles Summit '23 on Saturday March
18th 2023, 12:00 PM at Accra Digital
Centre. The program is one of a series of
activities planned for the year to
encourage and facilitate marriages in
Ghana.

The objective of the event is to enlighten
and motivate people in relationships who
intend to take the next steps towards
marriage but have been constrained by
various factors. Eligible singles will be
provided answers to crucial questions on
their minds as they contemplate marriage.

TICKET: Dial *713*33*70#
DOUBLE: GH₵ 180 | SOLO: GH₵ 100

Marriage Link Consult is a company
registered in Ghana to promote,
prepare, organize and sustain
marriages (www.marriagelink.net).

The company provides a one stop shop
for all marriage services in Ghana.

Our services are non-religious,
confidential, credible, and reliable:

Partner Identification and Matching
Our goal is to help you privately find
the right partner that can contribute to
make your life a peaceful one.

Pre-Marital Counselling
Clients who have been matched have
the option of enrolling for professional
marriage counselling sessions with our
team of Expert Counsellors.

Marriage Event Planning & Execution
You can save time and energy. Let us
organize your marriage ceremony on
your behalf. You take the front seat by
directing the way you want the event
to take place, we do the needful to
make it happen.

Marriage Juice-Up & Counselling
We help resolve disagreements or
problems in marriages through our
customized counselling interventions.

EVENT
PROGRAMME

Opening by M-Link Consult — 12:00 PM

Expectations from the Guests

Presentations by Counsellors

Q & A Session

Presentations by Sponsors

Side attractions

Refreshment

Closing — 4:00 PM
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